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Abstract. Nonlinear modifications of quantum mechanics have a troubled history. They
were initially studied for many promising reasons: resolving the measurement problem, testing
the limits of standard quantum mechanics, and reconciling it with gravity. Two results
substantially undermined the credibility of non-linear theories. Some have been experimentally
refuted, and more importantly, all deterministic non-linear theories can be used for superluminal
communication. However, these results are unconvincing because they overlook the fact that
the distribution of measurement results predicted by non-linear quantum mechanics depends
on the interpretation of quantum mechanics that one uses. For instance, although the Everett
and Copenhagen interpretations agree on the expression of Born’s rule for the outcomes of
multiple measurements in linear quantum mechanics, they disagree in non-linear quantum
mechanics. We present the range of expressions of Born’s rule that can be obtained by applying
different formulations of quantum mechanics to a class of non-linear quantum theories. We then
determine that many do not allow for superluminal communication but only two seem to have a
reasonable justification. The first is the Everett interpretation, and the second, which we name
causal-conditional, states that a measurement broadcasts its outcome to degrees of freedom in
its future light-cone, who update the wavefunction that their non-linear Hamiltonian depends
on according to this new information.
1. Introduction
Non-linear quantum mechanics (NLQM) has long been considered as a possible generalization
of standard quantum mechanics (sQM) [1, 2, 3], for three main reasons. First, the measurement
process is controversial. If we assume that linear quantum mechanics explains all processes, then
it is very difficult to explain wavefunction collapse [4]. Phenomenological non-linear, stochastic,
and experimentally falsifiable extensions of quantum mechanics (QM) have been proposed to
explain the measurement process [5], and upper bounds on the parameters of such theories have
been obtained in [5, 6, 7]. Second, we would like to test the domain of validity of sQM. One
possible feature to test is linearity. Experimental tests of certain non-linear theories have been
performed in [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], and all have returned negative results. Third, non-linear and
deterministic theories of QM have been proposed to combine quantum mechanics with gravity.
For instance, the Schroedinger-Newton theory describes a classical spacetime which is sourced
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by quantum matter [13], and the correlated worldlines theory is a quantum theory of gravity
which postulates that gravity correlates quantum trajectories in the path integral [14].
NLQM became a much less credible theory after 1990 because Gisin showed that deterministic
NLQM could allow for superluminal communication [15]. The no-signaling condition states that
one cannot send information faster than the speed of light, and is a cornerstone of the special
theory of relativity. The community regards the condition as being inviolable. Gisin’s work was
quickly followed by others with similar conclusions [16, 17]. Additional work then showed that
under general conditions NLQM allows for superluminal communication [18, 19].
In [6], we showed that NLQM suffers from another serious conceptual issue: Born’s rule cannot
be uniquely extended from sQM to NLQM. Born’s rule provides a prescription for predicting
the distribution of measurement results in a particular experiment, and has, so far, passed all
experimental tests. Any non-linear theory must make predictions that become equivalent to
Born’s rule in sQM when the non-linearity vanishes.
As in sQM, measurements in NLQM pose significant conceptual difficulties. Fortunately, in
sQM, these difficulties do not result in practical challenges. Whether the experimentalist is an
Everettian or a proponent of wavefunction collapse does not matter, as in both cases they can
safely use Born’s rule to predict the distribution of measurement results. This is no longer true
in NLQM. Different interpretations of quantum mechanics result in different predictions for the
outcome of an experiment, and so result in different expressions for Born’s rule.
In this article, we search for interpretations of quantum mechanics that do not violate the
no-signaling condition when are applied to NLQM. Since there could be interpretations that
haven’t been discovered, our approach won’t be to extend all known interpretations to NLQM.
Instead, we will extend the mathematical expression of Born’s rule in a general way to NLQM,
without regards to interpretation. After finding causal prescriptions, we speculate about their
interpretation.
Note that our analysis doesn’t cover all possible non-linear theories. We only wish to show
that non-linear quantum mechanics does not necessarily violate the no-signaling condition. More
importantly, how to write down a general non-linear modification of quantum mechanics is
still an open question. For example, the class of non-linear theories proposed by Weinberg
in [3] doesn’t include P.C.E. Stamp’s proposal in [14]. We also do not, a priori, place any
physical constraints on the class of non-linear theories we study. We only place one mathematical
constraint: a single Dirichlet boundary condition is enough to completely specify a solution.
This article is outlined as follows. By introducing the formalism for multiple measurements
in sQM, we show that linearity prevents two parties from communicating with each other faster
than the speed of light. We then motivate the dependence of NLQM on the formulation
of quantum mechanics by providing a simple example involving a single measurement. By
extending the notion of a time-evolution operator to NLQM, we generate extensions of
Born’s rule in the context of multiple measurements. Afterwards, we discuss what well-
known formulations of quantum mechanics, such as the Everett interpretation, predict for the
distribution of measurement results in NLQM. We then present all possible prescriptions that do
not violate the no-signaling condition. Finally, we propose and discuss a sensible prescription,
which we name causal-conditional, that doesn’t violate the no-signaling condition. It states
that a measurement broadcasts its outcome to degrees of freedom in its future light-cone, who
update the wavefunction that their non-linear Hamiltonian depends on according to this new
information.
2. Multiple measurements in sQM and the no-signaling condition
In Fig. 1, we show the setup that is typically used to show that NLQM violates the no-signaling
condition. Charlie prepares a collection of identical arbitrary 2-particle states |Ψini〉, and then
sends them to Alice and Bob, such that they each hold one part of each of the states |Ψini〉.
Figure 1. A spacetime diagram showing multiple measurement events. Event C describes the
preparation of an ensemble of identical 2-particle states |Ψini〉 by Charlie. Event A (B) describes
Alice (Bob) measuring her (his) particles. The dashed lines show the light cone centered around
each event.
Alice performs measurements on her ensemble of particles at time t1, and then Bob on his at a
later time t2. We assume that Alice’s measurements are space-like separated from Bob’s, and
so their particles do not interact from t1 till t2.
2.1. Born’s rule for multiple measurements
Denote the probability that Alice measures α in some basis Aa, and Bob measures β in some basis
Bb by p (α, β|Aa, Bb). For example, if the particles were spins, Aa could be the σˆz eigenstates,
|↑〉 , |↓〉, and Bb the σˆx eigenstates |±〉 = (|↑〉 ± |↓〉) /
√
2. We will first determine p (α, β|Aa, Bb)
according to sQM, and then discuss the different ways of generalizing it to NLQM in the next
section.
In sQM, p (α, β|Aa, Bb) is given by
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψc|α,β|Ψc|α,β
〉
, (1)
where
∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 is the unnormalized joint quantum state of Alice and Bob at t2, conditioned on
the measurement results α and β:∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 = (IˆA ⊗ Pˆβ) Uˆ (t2, t1)(Pˆα ⊗ IˆB) Uˆ (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (2)
where IˆA (IˆB) is the identity operator acting on Alice’s (Bob’s) particle, Uˆ(t, z) is the total
time evolution operator for both Alice and Bob’s particles from times z till t. The projectors
are Pˆα = |α〉 〈α| and Pˆβ = |β〉 〈β|. To simplify the formalism, we only work with pure states.
Our analysis is general because |Ψini〉 can always be enlarged to include the initial state of the
environment.
Alice and Bob’s measurement events are spacelike separated, so from t1 till t2, the interaction
Hamiltonian between Alice’s and Bob’s particle is zero, and Uˆ(t2, t1) is separable
Uˆ(t2, t1) ≡ Aˆ(t2, t1)Bˆ(t2, t1). (3)
Aˆ acts on Alice’s particle’s Hilbert space, and Bˆ on Bob’s. We can then rewrite Eq. (2) to∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 = (Iˆ ⊗ Pˆβ) Aˆ(t2, t1)Bˆ(t2, t1)(Pˆα ⊗ Iˆ) Uˆ (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (4)
which we substitute into Eq. (1)
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †(t1, t0)PˆαBˆ†(t2, t1)PˆβBˆ(t2, t1)PˆαUˆ(t1, t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 , (5)
where we’ve used that Aˆ(t2, t1) commutes with Pˆβ. Since Alice and Bob’s measurement events
are spacelike separated, Pˆα and Pˆβ commute,[
Pˆα, Pˆβ
]
= 0, (6)
which we use to simplify Eq. (5) to
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †(t1, t0)Bˆ†(t2, t1)PˆβBˆ(t2, t1)PˆαUˆ(t1, t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 . (7)
2.2. The no-signaling condition
Superluminal communication from Alice to Bob is possible when
p (β|Aa, Bb) =
∑
α
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) (8)
is influenced by Alice’s choice of a measurement basis in a deterministic way. Since Bob can
easily estimate p (β|Aa, Bb), he can determine the basis Alice chose for her measurement results,
which can form the foundation of a communication strategy. For instance, both Alice and Bob
can agree that a particular choice of Alice’s measurement basis could be associated with sending
the bit 0, while another choice could be associated with the bit 1.
In sQM, superluminal communication can never occur because, using Eq. (7),
p (β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣∣∣Uˆ †(t1, t0)Bˆ†(t2, t1)PˆβBˆ(t2, t1)
(∑
α
Pˆα
)
Uˆ(t1, t0)
∣∣∣∣∣Ψini
〉
(9)
=
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †(t1, t0)Bˆ†(t2, t1)PˆβBˆ(t2, t1)Uˆ(t1, t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 , (10)
is clearly independent of Aa. We’ve shown that p (β|Aa, Bb) = p (β|Bb), so sQM doesn’t violate
the no-signaling condition.
3. Ambiguity of Born’s rule in NLQM
In this section, we discuss the ambiguity of Born’s rule in NLQM. We first present an example
with one measurement, and then present a general formalism for generating prescriptions for
calculating the distribution of the outcomes of an arbitrary number of measurements at arbitrary
spacetime points.
3.1. A simple example
For experiments with a single measurement, sQM states that the probability of measuring an
outcome f is
pi→f =
∣∣∣〈f ∣∣∣Uˆ ∣∣∣i〉∣∣∣2 , (11)
where |f〉 is the pointer state associated with the outcome f . The expression (11) is usually
interpreted in the following way. A preparation device prepares the system in |i〉, which evolves
for some period of time under the time-evolution operator Uˆ . The system then interacts with
the measurement device. What happens next depends on one’s interpretation of quantum-
mechanics. An Everettian would state that decoherence splits the wavefunction into numerous
branches that are approximately classical. On the other hand, a proponent of objective collapse
would state that, due to stochastic modifications of the Schroedinger equation that become
important when a microscopic system interacts with a macroscopic one, the wavefunction
collapses onto |f〉 with probability pi→f . As in Ref. [6], we will refer to the formulation of
Born’s rule based on pi→f as pre-selection.
Eq. (11) admits even more interpretations. For instance, it can be rewritten as
pi←f =
∣∣∣〈i∣∣∣Uˆ †∣∣∣f〉∣∣∣2 , (12)
which can be interpreted as |f〉 evolves backwards in time to Uˆ † |f〉 and is then projected by
the preparation device to the state |i〉. We will refer to the formulation of Born’s rule based on
pi←f as post-selection.
In NLQM, the time evolution operator depends on the state it acts on. As a result, Eqs. (11)
and (12) become
pNLi→f = |〈f |Uii〉|2 , pNLi←f ∝
∣∣∣〈i|U†ff〉∣∣∣2 , (13)
where, under some non-linear dynamics, |Uii〉 is the time-evolved |i〉 and
∣∣∣U†ff〉 is the backwards
time-evolved |f〉. The superscript NL explicitly indicates that NLQM is being used. Moreover,
the proportionality sign in pNLi←f follows from
∑
f
∣∣∣〈i|U†ff〉∣∣∣2 being not, in general, normalized to
unity. pNLi→f and p
NL
i←f are not necessarily equal, and so Born’s rule cannot be uniquely extended
to NLQM.
3.2. Ambiguity in the boundary condition driving the non-linear time evolution
By extending Eq. (4) to NLQM, we can extend Born’s rule, given by Eq. (1), to NLQM.
However, because NLQM is non-linear, a time-evolution operator doesn’t exist. Nonetheless,
inspired by the state-dependent Heisenberg picture introduced in [6], we will show that we
can define a boundary-dependent time-evolution operator, and that the choice of a boundary
condition is the essential degree of freedom for extending Born’s rule to NLQM.
For some theories in NLQM1, running time-evolution requires solving the non-linear
Schroedinger equation which contains a linear term, HˆL, and a nonlinear term VˆNL:
i~∂t |ψ〉 =
(
HˆL + VˆNL (ψ(x, t))
)
|ψ〉 . (14)
VˆNL (ψ(x, t)) is a shorthand for a non-linear potential that depends on the wavefunction |ψ (t)〉
expressed in some (possibly multi-dimensional) basis x. For instance, the Schroedinger-Newton
equation for a single non-relativistic particle of mass m interacting with its own gravitational
field is given by
i~∂t |ψ〉 =
(
HˆL −m2G
∫
d3x
|ψ (x, t)|2
|xˆ− x|
)
|ψ〉 , (15)
where ψ (x, t) is the state |ψ〉 expressed in the position basis |x〉.
We chose to write the nonlinear Schroedinger equation in the form of Eq. (14) to illustrate its
similarity to the standard Schroedinger equation. Once we specify the boundary conditions, we
1 As mentioned in the introduction, we will not investigate all possible non-linear theories. In particular we only
consider theories with the form of Eq. (14), and whose solution can be uniquely specified with one Dirichlet
boundary condition.
can have Eq. (14) be formally equivalent to a linear Schroedinger equation. We will assume that
a single Dirichlet boundary condition is sufficient to solve Eq. (14), and that its solution with
the boundary condition |ψ(T )〉 = |φ〉 is |ϕ(t)〉. Consequently, the linear Schroedinger equation
i~∂t |ψ〉 =
(
HˆL + VˆNL (ϕ(x, t))
)
|ψ〉 (16)
is formally identical to Eq. (14) with the boundary-condition |ψ(T )〉 = |φ〉. Heuristically, in
the context of Eq. (16), we can interpret ϕ(x, t) as a time-dependent classical drive. Eq. (16)
has a time-evolution operator associated with it, which we denote by Uˆφ(T ). The subscript
is to emphasize that the time-evolution operator is associated with the boundary condition
|ψ(T )〉 = |φ〉. We can now write the solution to Eq. (14) as
|ψ (t)〉 = Uˆφ(T ) (t, T ) |φ〉 . (17)
We are ready to present the extension of Eqs. (1) and (4) to NLQM:
pNL (α, β|Aa, Bb) = 1N
〈
Ψc|α,β|Ψc|α,β
〉
, (18)
where if Alice and Bob’s measurement events are spacelike separated∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 = PˆβAˆφA2 (TA2 ) (t2, t1) BˆφB2 (TB2 ) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆφ1(T1) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (19)
and N = ∑α,β 〈Ψc|α,β|Ψc|α,β〉 ensures that ∑α,β pNL (α, β|Aa, Bb) is normalized to unity.
Moreover, Uˆφ1(T1) (t1, t0) is the time-evolution operator from t0 till t1 and is associated with
the boundary |ψ(T1)〉 = |φ1〉. AˆφA2 (T2) (t2, t1) (BˆφB2 (T2) (t2, t1)) is the time-evolution operator
associated with the boundary condition
∣∣ψ(TA2 )〉 = ∣∣φA2 〉 (∣∣ψ(TB2 )〉 = ∣∣φB2 〉), and acts on Alice’s
(Bob’s) particle from t1 till t2. The time-evolution of Alice and Bob’s joint system from t1
till t2 is separable because Alice’s particle’s future light-cone at t1 does not overlap with Bob’s
particle’s past light-cone at t2. As a result, their total interaction Hamiltonian, which includes
contributions from the linear Hamiltonian HˆL and from the non-linear potential VˆNL, must be
zero. Note that, by construction, Eq. (19) recovers the predictions of sQM when the non-
linearity VˆNL vanishes.
If the events A and B were time-like separated, then there are numerous schemes for extending
the time evolution of Alice and Bob’s particles to NLQM. Call the solutions to Eq. (14) with
the boundary conditions
∣∣ψ(TA2 )〉 = ∣∣φA2 〉, ∣∣ψ(TB2 )〉 = ∣∣φB2 〉 and ∣∣ψ(TAB2 )〉 = ∣∣φAB2 〉 as ∣∣ϕA(t)〉,∣∣ϕB(t)〉 and ∣∣ϕAB(t)〉 respectively. We can then write the non-linear potential VˆNL in Eq. (16)
in the following general way:
VˆNL = VˆA
(
ϕA (x, t)
)⊗ IˆB + IˆA ⊗ VˆB (ϕB (x, t))+ Vˆint (ϕAB (x, t)) , (20)
where VˆA (VˆB) is the free non-linear Hamiltonian acting on Alice’s (Bob’s) particle, and Vˆint is
the non-linear interaction potential. However, we find it difficult to justify why each term in VˆNL
would be generated by a different boundary condition when Alice and Bob’s particles are allowed
to directly communicate and interact. We will impose φA2 = φ
B
2 = φ
AB
2 and T
A
2 = T
B
2 = T
AB
2
when the measurement events A and B are timelike separated. We summarize our chosen form
of
∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 by
∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 =
{
PˆβUˆφ2(T2) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆφ1(T1) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 A & B timelike,
PˆβAˆφA2 (TA2 )
(t2, t1) BˆφB2 (TB2 )
(t2, t1) PˆαUˆφ1(T1) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 A & B spacelike.
The introduction of arbitrary boundary conditions |φ1〉 at T1 and |φ2〉 at T2 might appear
artificial, but isn’t. Each formulation of quantum mechanics predicts different boundary
conditions after a measurement. For instance, in Eq. (14), an interpretation of quantum
mechanics with wavefunction collapse states that |φ1〉 = |α〉 and T1 = t1, while the Everett
interpretation states that |φ1〉 is the initial state of the universe and T1 is when the universe
began. Refer to section 4.1 for more details. In sQM, we do not have to worry if and how
the wavefunction collapses because the time-evolution operator is well-defined independently of
the wavefunction it acts on. However, in NLQM, each boundary condition generates a different
time-evolution operator, and so how we formulate quantum mechanics matters in NLQM.
3.3. Extending the formalism to relativistic quantum mechanics
We can rigorously study superluminal communication only in quantum field theory, where the
total Hamiltonian consists of free and interaction (between different fields) energy densities
Hˆ =
∫
d3xHˆ0 (x) +
∫
d3xHˆint (x) . (21)
Assigning spatial locations for quantum degrees of freedom is crucial for placing constraints on
Hˆ to ensure that it is causal. Let Hˆint be the interaction energy density in an interaction picture
with respect to
∫
d3xHˆ0 (x), then Hˆint commutes over spacelike distances [20][
Hˆint (tx,x) , Hˆint (ty,y)
]
= 0, c (tx − ty)2 − |x− y|2 < 0. (22)
We generalize Hˆ to include a dependence on a wavefunction:
HˆNL(t) =
∫
d3xHˆ0
(
x,
∣∣ΨΦ(T ) (t)〉)+ ∫ d3xHˆint (x, ∣∣ΨΦ(T ) (t)〉) , (23)
where
∣∣ΨΦ(T ) (t)〉 is the solution to the non-linear Schroedinger equation
i~∂t |Ψ (t)〉 =
(∫
d3xHˆ0 (x, |Ψ (t)〉) +
∫
d3xHˆint (x, |Ψ (t)〉)
)
|Ψ (t)〉 (24)
with the boundary condition |Ψ (t = T )〉 = |Φ〉. We further generalize HˆNL by allowing for
different boundary conditions at each location
HˆNL(t) =
∫
d3xHˆ0
(
x,
∣∣ΨΦT (x)(t)〉)+ ∫ d3xHˆint (x, ∣∣ΨΦT (x) (t)〉) , (25)
where
∣∣ΨΦT (x) (t)〉 is the solution to Eq. (24) with boundary condition |Ψ (t = T (x))〉 = |Φ(x)〉.
The relativistic non-linear generalization of
∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 in Eq. (2) is∣∣Ψc|α,β〉 = PˆβUˆΦ(1)T (x) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆΦ(0)T (x) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (26)
where x ∈ R3, and Uˆ (0)ΦT (t,x) (Uˆ
(1)
ΦT (t,x)
) is the time-evolution operator associated with the
boundary condition
∣∣Ψ (t = T (0)(x))〉 = ∣∣Φ(0)(x)〉 (∣∣Ψ (t = T (1)(x))〉 = ∣∣Φ(1)(x)〉).
4. The no-signaling condition in NLQM
As explained in section 2.1, Alice cannot communicate with Bob superluminally if
pNL(β|Aa, Bb) =
∑
α p
NL (α, β|Aa, Bb) is independent of Alice’s choice of measurement basis
Aa. The normalization factor in p
NL (α, β|Aa, Bb) (which we’ve shown explicitly in Eq. (18))
won’t affect our analysis and can be safely ignored for the remainder of this article2.
Similarly to how we derived Eq. (7), pNL(α, β|Aa, Bb) can be simplified to (ignoring the
irrelevant normalization factor)
pNL (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣∣Uˆ †φ1(T1)(t1, t0)Bˆ†φB2 (TB2 ) (t2, t1) PˆβBˆφB2 (TB2 ) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆφ1(T1)(t1, t0)
∣∣∣∣Ψini〉 ,
(27)
where we have used Eqs. (6), (18) and (19). Before we perform a general analysis for arbitrary
boundary states φ1, φ
A
2 and φ
B
2 , we provide some examples.
4.1. Some example formulations
An interpretation that states that the wavefunction collapses after a measurement predicts
pNLcollapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) = 〈Uˆ †Ψini(t0)(t1, t0)Bˆ
†
φα(t2)
(t2, t1) PˆβBˆφα(t2) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆΨini(t0)(t1, t0)〉 ,
where the expectation value is taken over |Ψini〉 and |φα〉 ≡ PˆαUˆΨini(t0)(t1, t0) |Ψini〉. When we
calculate pNLcollapse (β|Aa, Bb), we have to sum over α but since φα depends on α, the sum doesn’t
solely apply on Pˆα:
pNLcollapse (β|Aa, Bb) = 〈Uˆ †Ψini(t0)(t1, t0)
∑
α
(
Bˆ†φα(t2) (t2, t1) PˆβBˆφα(t2) (t2, t1) Pˆα
)
UˆΨini(t0)(t1, t0)〉 .
Consider another choice for Alice’s measurement basis: Ad, corresponding to an observable with
eigenstates |δ〉 and projection operators Dˆδ, then
pNLcollapse (β|Ad, Bb) = 〈Uˆ †Ψini(t0)(t1, t0)
∑
δ
(
Bˆ†ϕδ(t2) (t2, t1) PˆβBˆϕδ(t2) (t2, t1) Dˆδ
)
UˆΨini(t0)(t1, t0)〉 ,
where |ϕδ〉 ≡ DˆδUˆΨini(t0)(t1, t0) |Ψini〉. In general, pNLcollapse (β|Aa, Bb) and pNLcollapse (β|Ad, Bb)
aren’t equal and so a formulation based on immediate wavefunction collapse violates the
no-signaling condition. It also violates another tenet of special relativity: the statistics of
measurement outcomes is not the same in all reference frames. Refer to the Appendix for more
details.
On the other hand, a formulation of quantum mechanics in which collapse doesn’t occur,
such as the many-worlds interpretation, states
pNLM.W. (α, β|Aa, Bb) = 〈Uˆ †Φini(tini)(t1, t0)Bˆ
†
Φini(tini)
(t2, t1) PˆβBˆΦini(tini) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆΦini(tini)(t1, t0)〉 ,
(28)
where the expectation value is taken over |Ψini〉, tini is when the universe began and |Φini〉 is the
initial state of the universe and so is independent of α and β. When calculating pNLM.W. (β|Aa, Bb),
the sum over α can be directly applied on Pˆα resulting in the identity operator, and so many-
worlds does not violate the no-signaling condition. In the case of fundamental semi-classical
gravity, Eq. (28) has already been ruled out [22].
2 If the unnormalized pNL(β|Aa, Bb) is independent of the basis Aa for all β, then its normalization,∑
β p
NL (β|Aa, Bb), will also be independent of Aa. Moreover, it is obvious when the normalization could help:
pNL(β|Aa, Bb) is of the form
(∑
α f (α)
)
g (β) where f depends only on α and g only on β. If such a scenario
occurs, we will mention that the normalization eliminates the dependence of pNL(β|Aa, Bb) on Aa.
In section 3.2, we discussed the prescriptions pre-selection and post-selection in the context of
a single measurement. For the multiple measurements setup shown in Fig. 1, pre-selection takes
φ1 and φ2 to be the initial state of the experiment |Ψini〉 and T2 = T1 = t0. Post-selection takes
φ1 and φ2 to be the final state of the experiment |α, β〉 and T1 = T2 = t2. Post-selection violates
the no-signaling condition because both φ1 and φ2 depend on the measurement outcomes α and
β. Pre-selection doesn’t violate the no-signaling condition. However, although [6] treated it as
a phenomenological prescription, it is equivalent to the Everett interpretation3.
4.2. A general analysis
From Eq. (27), we calculate pNL(β|Aa, Bb) to be
pNL (β|Aa, Bb) = 〈
∑
α
(
Uˆ †φ1(T1)(t1, t0)Bˆ
†
φB2 (TB2 )
(t2, t1)PˆβBˆφB2 (TB2 )
(t2, t1)PˆαUˆφ1(T1)(t1, t0)
)
〉 ,
and pNL (α|Aa, Bb) to be
pNL (α|Aa, Bb) = 〈
∑
β
(
Uˆ †φ1(T1)(t1, t0)Bˆ
†
φB2 (TB2 )
(t2, t1)PˆβBˆφB2 (TB2 )
(t2, t1)PˆαUˆφ1(T1)(t1, t0)
)
〉 ,
where for both probabilities, the expectation value is taken over |Ψini〉. The no-signaling
condition is violated if pNL (β|Aa, Bb) depends on Aa or if pNL (α|Aa, Bb) depends on Bb.
Notice that if φ1 depends on α then p
NL (β|Aa, Bb) depends on Aa and so pNL (β|Aa, Bb) 6=
pNL (β|Bb). Similarly, if φ1 depends on β then pNL (α|Aa, Bb) depends on Bb. Consequently, φ1
must be independent of α and β. Similarly, φB2 must also be independent of α and β. On the
other hand, φA2 is unconstrained, and so our analysis doesn’t result in a unique prescription.
Nonetheless, we find it difficult to justify why φ1 and φ
B
2 would be anything other than the
initial state of the experiment or of the universe. If we choose all boundary states to be the
initial state of the universe, then we recover the Everett interpretation. In the next section, we
discuss another reasonable prescription for assigning boundary states.
5. Causal-conditional: A sensible prescription that doesn’t violate the no-signaling
condition
In this section, we propose and discuss a prescription, which we name causal-conditional, for
assigning boundary states to time-evolution operators in a way that doesn’t violate the no-
signaling condition. The causal-conditional prescription updates the boundary states of degrees
of freedom lying in the future light cone of a particular measurement. We will be conservative and
not explicitly assign a mechanism for this process, be it objective collapse or emergent behavior
after the wavefunction branches. We only specify that the predictions of causal-conditional are
mathematically equivalent to sQM with causal feedback following each measurement event.
To precisely explain the causal-conditional prescription, we will present, using the language
of quantum field theory introduced in section 3.3, the quantum state of a general collection of
degrees of freedom at an arbitrary time tf . We’ll assume that their initial state at time t0 is
3 Choosing |φ1〉 and |φ2〉 to be the initial states of an experiment is not a well-defined procedure. Consider again
the setup shown in Fig. 1, where Charlie prepared |Ψini〉. He must have manipulated some state, which we call∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉, to prepare |Ψini〉. If we choose ∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 to be the initial state of the experiment, then pre-selection predicts
that |φ1〉 = |φ2〉 =
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉. This argument could be repeated back to the initial state of the universe. As a result,
pre-selection seems to be equivalent to the Everett interpretation.
|Ψini〉 and that N measurements have occurred up to the final time tf . The (unnormalized)
conditional state at tf is
|Ψc〉 = UˆN Pˆ (tN ,xN ) UˆN−1...Pˆ (t1,x1) Uˆ0 |Ψini〉 , (29)
where Pˆ (t′,y) is a projection operator associated with a measurement at the spacetime location
(t′,y) and Uˆi, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N , is the time-evolution operator from ti−1 till ti. After some
explanation, we provide Uˆi’s exact expression in Eq. (30).
According to the causal-conditional prescription, a degree of freedom modifies the boundary
condition that the non-linearity at its spacetime location depends on (as in Eq. (25)) when
it receives information about a measurement outcome. This information propagates along the
future light cone of a measurement event. Assume that for some 1 ≤ i ≤ N , a degree of freedom
at x receives information, at times s
(i)
1 , ..., s
(i)
mi between ti−1 and ti, about mi measurement
outcomes, then
Uˆi = UˆΦ(i)T
(
s
(i)
mi
,x
) (ti, s(i)mi) ...UˆΦ(i)T (s(i)1 ,x) (s(i)2 , s(i)1 ) UˆΦ(i)T (ti−1,x) (s(i)1 , ti−1) . (30)
Note that we have extended the definition of the boundary state |Φ (x)〉 to include a dependence
on time: |Φ (t,x)〉. Moreover, no measurements occurred before t1 so Uˆ0 = UˆΦ(0)T (t0,x) (t1, t0).
The causal-conditional prescription chooses the boundary states as follows. For t0 ≤ t < t1,
no measurements have occurred, so
∣∣Φ(0) (t,x)〉 = |Ψini〉 for all t and the boundary time is
T (0) (x) = t0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , T (i) (x) = ti. The
∣∣Φ(i) (t,x)〉 are defined sequentially from i = 1
till i = N : ∣∣∣Φ(1) (t,x)〉 ≡ Pˆ(t,x) (t1,x1) UˆΦ(0)T (t,x) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (31)∣∣∣Φ(2) (t,x)〉 ≡ Pˆ(t,x) (t2,x2) UˆΦ(1)T (t,x) (t2, t1) ∣∣∣Φ(1) (t,x)〉 , (32)
...
...
...∣∣∣Φ(N) (t,x)〉 ≡ Pˆ(t,x) (tN ,xN ) UˆΦ(N−1)T (t,x) (tN , tN−1) ∣∣∣Φ(N−1) (t,x)〉 , (33)
for all t ≥ t0 and where Pˆ(t,x) (t′,y) is Pˆ (t′,y) if (t,x) lies in (t′,y) ’s future light cone, and the
identity operator otherwise:
Pˆ(t,x)
(
t′,y
) ≡ Iˆ + (Pˆ (t′,y)− Iˆ) θ (∆s2 {(t,x) , (t′,y)}) . (34)
θ(t) is the Heaviside function and ∆s2 {(t,x) , (t′,y)} is the spacetime distance between
events (t,x) and (t′,y). We illustrate the assignment of boundary states after the first two
measurements in Fig. 2.
Finally, note that our scheme is similar to Adrian Kent’s proposal in [21]. He argued that if the
non-linear time evolution depends only on local states, which are obtained by conditioning only
on measurements in the past light cone of a degree of freedom, then superluminal communication
is not possible.
5.1. An example
Consider the setup shown in Fig. 3, which is a more elaborate version of Fig. 1. The thought
experiment now includes two additional parties: Dylan who prepares an ensemble of two particles
in the state
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 and then sends them to Charlie, and Eve who performs a measurement outside
Figure 2. Assignment of boundary conditions after two measurements according to the causal-
conditional prescription. M1 and M2 are two measurement events at spacetime locations (t1, x1)
and (t2, x2), respectively, and the dashed lines show the light cones centered around each of
them. To keep the figure uncluttered, we work with a one-dimensional quantum field, and we
have discretized space and time into 10 points each. Each degree of freedom of the field is
represented by a dot on the figure. How we fill the dot depends on what boundary condition
(B.C.), which is indicated on the legend at the top of the figure, is assigned to the time-evolution
of the wavefunction that the non-linear Hamiltonian at the spatial location of the dot depends
on (see section 3.3 for more details). Note that the initial state of the field is |Ψini〉.
the future light cone of Alice on Bob’s particle at time t3. We’ve added Dylan to demonstrate
that we don’t need to know
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 to predict the distribution of outcomes for measurements
lying in the future light cone of Dylan’s measurement. We’ve added Eve to show that even
for a complicated configuration of measurement events, our prescription does not violate the
no-signaling condition.
We begin our analysis with the predictions of sQM for the final unnormalized state of
the experiment conditioned on Charlie, Alice, Bob and Eve measuring γ, α, β and  with
corresponding measurement eigenstates |Ψini〉, |α〉, |β〉 and |〉, and corresponding measurement
bases Cc, Aa, Bb and Ee, respectively:
|ψc〉 = PˆUˆ(t3, t2)PˆβUˆ(t2, t1)PˆαUˆ(t1, t0)PˆγUˆ(t0, tD)
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 . (35)
The projection operators are
Pˆγ = |Ψini〉 〈Ψini| , Pˆα = |α〉 〈α| , Pˆβ = |β〉 〈β| , Pˆ = |〉 〈| . (36)
The structure of |ψc〉 can be simplified by noticing that Alice’s measurement’s future light cone
doesn’t overlap with Bob and Eve’s measurement events’ past light cone. We obtain
|ψc〉 = PˆAˆ (t3, t2) EˆPˆβAˆ (t2, t1) BˆPˆαUˆ Pˆγ Vˆ
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 , (37)
where to keep the notation concise, we have made the following definitions
Vˆ ≡ Uˆ (t0, tD) ; Uˆ ≡ Uˆ (t1, t0) , (38)
and Bˆ and Eˆ are the time-evolution operators for Bob and Eve’s measured degrees of freedom
from t1 till t2 and from t2 till t3, respectively.
According to the causal-conditional prescription, |ψc〉 extends to NLQM in the following way:
|ψc〉 = PˆAˆα(t1) (t3, t2) Eˆφ3(t2)PˆβAˆα(t1) (t2, t1) BˆΨini(t0)PˆαUˆΨini(t0)Pˆγ VˆΨ′ini(tD)
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉 (39)
∝ Aˆα(t1) (t3, t2) Aˆα(t1) (t2, t1) PˆEˆφ3(t2)PˆβBˆΨini(t0)PˆαUˆΨini(t0) |Ψini〉 , (40)
where
|φ3〉 = PˆβAˆΨini(t0) (t2, t1) BˆΨini(t0)UˆΨini(t0) |Ψini〉 . (41)
We have also used that Alice’s particle doesn’t interact with the second particle after t1 and so
Aˆ commutes with Bˆ, Eˆ, Pˆβ and Pˆ. Bob’s past light cone does not include Alice’s measurement
event, but includes Charlie’s, so |Ψini〉 is the boundary state associated with Bob’s particle’s
time-evolution operator Bˆ. Moreover, Eve’s past light cone includes Bob’s measurement event,
so the conditional state |φ3〉 is the boundary state associated with Eˆ. Notice that Aˆ in |φ3〉 is
associated with the boundary state Ψini. Refer to Fig. 4 for more details.
Eq. (40) doesn’t violate the no-signaling condition and contains genuine non-linear time
evolution, such as UˆΨini(t0) |Ψini〉. Moreover, notice that measurements within the past light
cone of Charlie, like that of Dylan’s, do not affect our analysis. Indeed, preparation events are
always in the past light cone of the final measurements of an experiment because the measured
particles’ speed is upper bounded by the speed of light. Consequently, experimentalists do not
need to know about measurements occurring outside their experimental setup to calculate the
predictions of the causal-conditional prescription.
We show that our proposed prescription does not violate the no-signaling condition by
looking at the marginal probabilities, p (α|C,B), p (β|C,B) and p (|C,B), conditioned on Charlie
measuring |Ψini〉 and on the measurement bases B ≡ {Cc, Aa, Bb, Ee}. The probability of
obtaining the measurement results α, β, , and that Charlie measures |Ψini〉 is given by the
norm of |Ψc〉:
pNL (α, β, , C|B) =
∣∣∣〈Ψini∣∣∣VˆΨ′ini(tD)∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉∣∣∣2 ×〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †Ψini(t0)Bˆ†Ψini(t0)PˆβEˆ†φ3(t2)PˆEˆφ3(t2)PˆβBˆΨini(t0)PˆαUˆΨini(t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 ,
We are interested in pNL (α, β, |C,B), so we have to divide by
pNL (C|B) =
∑
α,β,
pNL (α, β, , C|B) =
∣∣∣〈Ψini∣∣∣VˆΨ′ini(tD)∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉∣∣∣2 . (42)
We obtain
pNL (α, β, |C,B) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †Ψini(t0)Bˆ†Ψini(t0)PˆβEˆ†φ3(t2)PˆEˆφ3(t2)PˆβBˆΨini(t0)PˆαUˆΨini(t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 . (43)
Figure 3. A setup similar to that described
by Fig. 1, but more elaborate. Event D
is Dylan preparing the state
∣∣∣Ψ′ini〉, Event
C is Charlie measuring the eigenstate |Ψini〉.
Event A (B) describes Alice (Bob) measuring
her (his) particles. Bob then sends his particle
to be measured by Eve at event E. The dashed
lines show the light cone centered around each
event.
Figure 4. Partioning of spacetime into
different regions according to which boundary
state is associated with time evolution. There
are 4 measurement events: C, A, B and E,
that we’ve arranged identically as in Fig.
3. We didn’t include Event D to limit
clutter. The 4 events result in 6 regions. The
boundary state associated with the non-linear
time-evolution operator of each region is the
time-evolved initial state of the experiment
conditioned on measurement events presented
in the legend at the top of the figure.
Can Alice send signals to Bob or Eve, or vice versa? We first calculate pNL (β|C,B):
pNL (β|C,B) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †Ψini(t0)Bˆ†Ψini(t0)PˆβBˆΨini(t0)UˆΨini(t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 , (44)
which doesn’t depend on Aa. Next, we calculate Eve’s distribution of measurement results:
pNL (|C,B) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣∣∣∣Uˆ †Ψini(t0)Bˆ†Ψini(t0)
∑
β
(
PˆβEˆ
†
φ3(t2)
PˆEˆφ3(t2)Pˆβ
)
BˆΨini(t0)UˆΨini(t0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣Ψini
〉
, (45)
so Alice cannot send superluminal signals to Eve. Bob and Eve’s measurement events are time-
like separated so it is acceptable that they can communicate amongst each other. Finally, Bob
and Eve cannot communicate to Alice superluminally because
pNL (α|C,B) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Uˆ †Ψini(t0)PˆαUˆΨini(t0)∣∣∣Ψini〉 (46)
doesn’t depend on Bb and Ee.
5.2. Proof that the causal-conditional prescription doesn’t violate the no-signaling condition
We prove that the prescription discussed in this section does not violate the no-signaling
condition. We first present a heuristic argument. The causal-conditional prescription is
mathematically equivalent to linear quantum mechanics with causal feedback, and so doesn’t
violate the no-signaling condition. In particular, whenever a measurement occurs, the
wavefunction that the non-linear potential depends on isn’t modified instantaneously. Instead, a
measurement transmits its outcome along its future light cone. Degrees of freedom that receive
this information update their boundary state accordingly.
We now present a rigorous argument. Consider a general measurement configuration as
viewed in some reference frame. The unnormalized conditional state after the final measurement
is
|ψc〉 = Uˆ1Pˆ1 (α1) ...Uˆf Pˆf (αf ) |ini〉 , (47)
where |ini〉 is the initial state of all degrees of freedom before the first measurement, Pˆi(αi) is
the projection operator (with outcome αi) associated with the ith measurement, and the Uˆ1,
Uˆ2, ..., Uˆf are boundary-dependent time-evolution operators.
Assume that Bob performs, at time tB, one of these measurement. We will show that Bob’s
probability of measuring a particular outcome β,
p (β|Ω) =
∑
α1,...,αf
′ 〈
ini
∣∣∣Uˆ †1 Pˆ1 (α1) ...Pˆf−1 (αf−1) Uˆ †f Pˆf (αf ) Uˆf Pˆf−1 (αf−1) ...Pˆ1 (α1) Uˆ1∣∣∣ini〉 ,
(48)
where Ω is the set of all chosen measurement bases, is independent of measurements after tB,
and outside Bob’s measurement’s past light cone. Note that the sum is over all measurement
outcomes except Bob’s. All measurements occurring after tB do not matter because we can
directly sum over them. Let’s first sum over αf . We obtain
p (β|Ω) =
∑
α1,...,αf−1
′ 〈
ini
∣∣∣Uˆ †1 Pˆ1 (α1) ...Uˆ †f−1Pˆf−1 (αf−1) Uˆf−1...Pˆ1 (α1) Uˆ1∣∣∣ini〉 (49)
because the final measurement does not lie in the past light cone of any other measurement, and
so no time-evolution operator would depend on αf . We can repeat this procedure for all other
measurements events after tB.
For this part of the proof, we label the projection operator corresponding to Bob’s
measurement by Pˆβ and assume that n measurements precede Bob’s. Let Ω˜ ⊂ Ω be the set
of measurements bases chosen by Bob and all experimentalists performing measurements before
Bob. After summing over all the outcomes of all measurements performed after Bob’s, we then
obtain that
p
(
β|Ω˜
)
=
∑
α1,...,αn
〈
ini
∣∣∣Uˆ †1 Pˆ1 (α1) ...Pˆn (αn) Uˆ †n+1PˆβUˆn+1Pˆn (αn) ...Pˆ1 (α1) Uˆ1∣∣∣ini〉 . (50)
Consider the measurement occurring closest to tB, and that is outside Bob’s measurement’s
past light cone, as shown in Fig. 5. Assume it corresponds to the ith measurement event,
and so according to the causal-conditional prescription, the time-evolution operators Uˆi+1, ...,
Uˆn+1 contain boundary terms dependent on αi. Let’s explicitly separate each of them into two
components: Uˆj ≡ VˆjWˆj for i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1 and where Vˆj doesn’t depend on the boundary αi
whereas Wˆj does. The Wˆj also evolve degrees of freedom inside the ith measurement’s future
light cone. Consequently, the Wˆj commute with the Vˆj , allowing us to simplify the expectation
value in Eq. (50) to〈
Uˆ †1 Pˆ1 (α1) ...Uˆ
†
i Pˆi (αi) Vˆ
†
i+1...Pˆn (αn) Vˆ
†
n+1Wˆ
†PˆβWˆ Vˆn+1Pˆn (αn) ...Vˆi+1Pˆi (αi) Uˆi...Pˆ1 (α1) Uˆ1
〉
,
Figure 5. A general configuration of measurements, labeled by Mj where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, occurring
before an event B, which describes Bob performing a measurement. The dashed lines shows the
past light cone of event B.
where the expectation value is taken over |ini〉 and Wˆ ≡ Wˆn+1...Wˆi+1. Since Wˆ † commutes with
Pˆβ, it can be moved to the right of it where it will act on Wˆ and result in the identity matrix.
Similarly, Pˆi(αi) can be moved to the right of Pˆβ and we obtain
p
(
β|Ω˜
)
=
∑
α1,...,αn
〈
Uˆ †1 Pˆ1 (α1) ...Uˆ
†
i Vˆ
†
i+1...Pˆn (αn) Vˆ
†
n+1PˆβVˆn+1Pˆn (αn) ...Vˆi+1Pˆi (αi) Uˆi...Pˆ1 (α1) Uˆ1
〉
The sum over αi can then be directly applied on Pˆi(αi) allowing us to eliminate it. As a result,
p
(
β|Ω˜
)
is independent of basis chosen during the ith measurement.
The above argument can be applied sequentially and in reverse chronological order to
eliminate p
(
β|Ω˜
)
’s dependence on all bases associated with measurements outside Bob’s
measurement’s past light cone. Although we conducted our analysis in a particular reference
frame, and so assuming a particular ordering of events, our arguments could be applied to any
other reference frame (modulo a relabeling of spacetime points). We would always arrive to the
same conclusion: the causal-conditional prescription does not violate the no-signaling condition.
6. Conclusions
We have shown that modifying linear quantum mechanics is not as simple as adding terms in
the Hamiltonian that depend on the wavefunction. One must also make a choice on how to
interpret measurements and the evolution of the wavefunction. By breaking linearity, different
formulations of quantum mechanics, such as the Everett and Copenhagen interpretations, no
longer make equivalent predictions.
By introducing the notion of a time-evolution operator that depends on the specified boundary
conditions for the quantum state of the system that is being time-evolved, we were able to
explore the range of possible prescriptions for assigning probabilities to measurement outcomes
in NLQM. For a certain class of non-linear theories, we showed that two reasonable prescriptions
do not violate the no-signaling condition. The first is the Everett interpretation, and the
second, which we named causal-conditional, states that a measurement event at a particular
spacetime point X updates the boundary state associated with the time evolution operator
of quantum degrees of freedom lying in the future light cone of X. The predictions of causal-
conditional are mathematically equivalent to standard quantum mechanics with causal feedback.
A measurement applies a feedback force (the details of which are determined by the non-linear
theory of interest) on degrees of freedom lying in the future light cone of that measurement
event.
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Appendix: The statistics of measurement outcomes in different reference frames
We first review why sQM predicts, in all reference frames, identical statistics for measurement
results. We then show that this is no longer true in NLQM if we adopt an interpretation
where the wavefunction instantaneously collapses across all of space. Finally, we discuss why
the causal-conditional prescription predicts, in different reference frames, identical statistics for
measurement outcomes.
Consider the multiple measurements configuration shown in Fig. (1) where Alice and then
Bob measure their respective particles, as viewed in some reference frame that what we’ll refer
to as the lab frame. In this frame, the probability of Alice measuring α and Bob measuring
β, p (α, β|Aa, Bb) is given by Eqs. (1, 2). To conveniently transform p (α, β|Aa, Bb) from one
reference frame to another, we will express p (α, β|Aa, Bb) in a Heisenberg picture. Define
Pˆα (xA, t1) ≡ Uˆ † (t1, t0) PˆαUˆ (t1, t0) , Pˆβ (xB, t2) ≡ Uˆ † (t2, t0) PˆβUˆ (t2, t0) , (51)
where we’ve explicitly denoted the location of Alice’s measurement at xA and of Bob’s at xB.
Since Pˆα (xA, t1) and Pˆβ (xB, t2) commute, we can rewrite p (α, β|Aa, Bb) to
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψini
∣∣∣Pˆβ (xB, t2) Pˆα (xA, t1)∣∣∣Ψini〉 . (52)
Consider now a Lorentz-transformation Λ from the lab frame to any other frame. On the
Hilbert space of Alice and Bob’s particles’, Λ is realized by an operator Vˆ (Λ). For instance,
Vˆ (Λ) transforms a momentum eigenstate of a spinless particles to Vˆ (Λ) |k〉 = |Λk′〉 , where |k〉
is covariantly normalized to 〈k|k′〉 = 〈Λk|Λk′〉 [20]. We re-express p (α, β|Aa, Bb) in terms of
wavefunctions and projection operators viewed in a different frame
p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
ΛΨini
∣∣∣Vˆ (Λ) Pˆβ (xB, t2) Vˆ † (Λ) Vˆ (Λ) Pˆα (xA, t1) Vˆ † (Λ)∣∣∣ΛΨini〉 (53)
=
〈
ΛΨini
∣∣∣Pˆβ (ΛµνxνB) Pˆα (ΛµνxνA)∣∣∣ΛΨini〉 , (54)
where |ΛΨ〉 ≡ Vˆ (Λ) |Ψ〉 for any |Ψ〉, xνA is the 4-vector (xA, t1) and xνB is (xB, t2). If we assume
that the measured results do not change under Lorentz transformations (e.g. photodetector
clicks4), then Eq. (54) is just the probability of measuring α and β in a different reference
4 For a Klein-Gordon field φˆ, the measured observable would be∫
V
jˆν .dΣν , jˆ
ν (xµ) = i
[
∂ν φˆ− (x
µ)
]
φˆ+ (x
µ) + h.c, (55)
where V is the spacetime volume occupied by the photodetector during a single measurement run, and φˆ+ and
φˆ− are the positive and negative frequency components of φˆ, respectively [23].
frame. Therefore, in sQM, the statistics of measurement outcomes are the same in all reference
frames.
The extension of p (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Ψc|α,β|Ψc|α,β
〉
, as calculated by an observer in the lab
frame, to NLQM coupled with an interpretation of QM with wavefunction collapse is∣∣∣Ψcollapsec|α,β 〉 = PˆβUˆΦα(t1) (t2, t1) PˆαUˆΨini(t0) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 , (56)
where UˆΨini(t0) (t1, t0) is the time-evolution operator associated with the boundary condition
|Ψ (t0)〉 = |Ψini〉, and UˆΦα(t1) (t2, t1) is associated with the condition |Ψ (t1)〉 = |Φα〉 where
|Φα〉 = PˆαUˆΨini(t0) (t1, t0) |Ψini〉 . (57)
The extension of the Heisenberg picture projection operators in Eq. (51) to NLQM are
Pˆ collapseα (xA, t1) ≡ Uˆ †Ψini(t0) (t1, t0) PˆαUˆΨini(t0) (t1, t0) , Pˆ
collapse
β (xB, t2) ≡ Uˆ †2 PˆβUˆ2, (58)
Uˆ2 ≡ UˆΦα(t1) (t2, t1) UˆΨini(t0) (t1, t0) . (59)
Consequently, the extension of Eq. (54) to NLQM is
pcollapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
ΛΨini
∣∣∣Pˆ collapseβ (ΛµνxνB) Pˆ collapseα (ΛµνxνA)∣∣∣ΛΨini〉 . (60)
Let’s consider a Lorentz transformation Λ˜ that takes the lab frame to one where Bob measures
his particles before Alice measures hers. An observer in that frame would calculate that the
probability that Alice measures α and Bob measures β is
p˜collapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Λ˜Ψini
∣∣∣P˜ collapseα (x˜A) P˜ collapseβ (x˜B)∣∣∣Λ˜Ψini〉 , x˜A,B ≡ Λ˜µνxνA,B,
P˜ collapseβ (x˜B) = Uˆ
†
Λ˜Ψini(t0)
(
x˜0B, t˜0
)
PˆβUˆΛ˜Ψini(t0)
(
x˜0B, t˜0
)
, P˜ collapseα (x˜A) = U˜
†
2 PˆαU˜2,
U˜2 ≡ UˆΦ˜β(x˜0B)
(
x˜0A, x˜
0
B
)
UˆΛ˜Ψini(t0)
(
x˜0B, t˜0
)
,∣∣∣Φ˜β〉 = PˆβUˆΛ˜Ψini(t0) (x˜0B, t˜0) ∣∣∣Λ˜Ψini〉 ,
where t˜0 is when the experiment began in this new frame. Although p
collapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) can
be re-written to
pcollapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) =
〈
Λ˜Ψini
∣∣∣Pˆ collapseα (x˜A) Pˆ collapseβ (x˜B)∣∣∣Λ˜Ψini〉 , (61)
it isn’t in general equal to p˜collapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) because Pˆ collapseβ (x˜B) depends on Φα while
P˜ collapseβ (x˜B) doesn’t. Similarly, P˜
collapse
α (x˜A) depends on Φ˜β while Pˆ
collapse
α (x˜A) doesn’t. In
other words, Vˆ
(
Λ˜
)
doesn’t connect Φα, Φβ and Ψini to each other.
The fact that pcollapse (α, β|Aa, Bb) isn’t the same in all reference frame isn’t surprising. and
can be understood heuristically when we view the non-linearity as a feedback force that changes
acausally after the wavefunction collapses. Consider the following non-linear interaction energy
density
VˆNL (x) =
〈
Ψ (t)
∣∣∣Oˆ∣∣∣Ψ (t)〉 Mˆ (x) , (62)
where Oˆ is Lorentz-invariant (Vˆ † (Λ) OˆVˆ (Λ) = Oˆ for any transformation Λ), and we assume
that Mˆ (x) transforms as Mˆ (Λx) under Λ (so as to maintain the the requirement that the total
interaction Hamiltonian density Hˆint (x) transforms as Hˆint (Λx) - see sec. 5.5 of [20]). We can
then view F (t) ≡
〈
Ψ (t)
∣∣∣Oˆ∣∣∣Ψ (t)〉 as a classical feedback force on Mˆ .
When a measurement occurs, Ψ(t) instantaneously changes, and so F (t) acting on Mˆ (x)
for all x ∈ R3 changes instantaneously too. The problem is that the spatial surface of time
simultaneity is the not the same in all reference frames. In the case of multiple spacelike-
separated measurement events, we’d get that F (t) changes differently in different frames
depending on the ordering of the measurement events in that frame. On the other hand, for
the causal-conditional prescription, F (t) would change causally after any measurement, and so
there are no issues.
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